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’Lewd Language

Contraceptive Article
Sent to Legislature
The Committee for Academic
Responsibility (CARI is pressing
ahead with its condemnation of
alleged "lewd" language used in
the Experimental College newspaper, Hiemnymous, Dr. John Gilbaugh, SJS professor of education
stated yesterday.
Dr. Gilbaugh said that copies of
the disputed article in the newspaper were sent to members of the
State Legislature, where they were
reproduced en masse and given to
all the members.
He voiced the conviction that
"eventually, quite a bit will be
done to see that improper publications and productions will be kept
off the state college campuses."
Dr. Gilbaugh also said that he
plans to mention the disputed
article in a talk he will be delivering today before the Physicians for
Good Government. a San Francisco group, and then tomorrow at
a speech before the Republican
Women’s Club of Antioch.
SJS Student John Poimiroo, art
editor of Hieronymous, has de -

Ammunition
Requested
SAN FRANCISCO I AP1Munilions collector William Thomsen
III tried unsuccessfully today to
c,ist back some of the 70 tons of
ammunition seized at his home and
warehouses.
U.S. District Judge Alfonso J.
Zirpoli denied a petition to return
seized contraband material to the
millionaire collector. The court set
March 12 for fixing a nate for a
trial.
The request, made in a motion
filed by attorney George T. Davis
in U.S. District Court, used six
double-spaced typewritten pages to
list the items. The great bulk of
it was ammunition.
Davis said he expects new indictments to be returned Wednesday
against Thoresen and his wife,
Louise. At present Thoresen faces
nine counts of illegally shipping
weapons in interstate commerce.
No federal charges remain against
his wife.
The 70 tons of munitions, ranging from cannon to aiming lamps,
was seized last April 1 and is
stored now in an Army ammunition bunker.

General To Speak
On Vietnam Topic

Brigadier General Hugh H. Hester will speak on "Can We Win
in Vietnam?" tomorrow at 3:30 in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The talk, sponsored by the ASH
through the Experimental College,
is open to the public without
charge. Gen. Hester will also participate in discussions with students and faculty during the day.
Gen. Hester, a critic of the 1964
Gulf of Tonkin Resolution, has
said that the attack on which the
resolution was based was unlikely.
If there was an attack, according
to Gen. Hester, it was made by
South Vietnam or Formosa, both
of which, he says, had their own
reasons for extending the war to
North Vietnam.
Gen. Hester is a veteran of
World War I and served with Gen.
Douglas MacArthur (luting World
War II. He holds a Distinguished
Service Medal.

fended the article which dealt with
the coed and her view of contraceptives.
He admitted that according to
the rules of journalistic propriety
the disputed words shouldn’t have
been used but he believes they
were necessary to put across the
main point of the article, "How
the Pill can pervert the act of love
and how people can have no discrimination in their use of the
Pill."
He stated that the shocking
language was aimed at doing just
that, shocking the people to see the
dangers and to take action.
Poimiroo pointed out that from
the reaction around campus to the
article, it has accomplished its
purpose.

McCarthy
Candidacy
,On the Line
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (AP)
Sen. Eugene J. McCarthy, D-Minn.,
laid his peace candidacy on tho
line before homestate Democrats
in more than 3,000 precinct caucuses last night.
a kind of poThe caucuses
provided
litical town meeting
the first grassroots test of McCarthy’s opposition to President
Johnson’s Vietnam policies. Results of the caucuses may remain
blurry for weeks, although both
sides expect a good head count by
today.
McCarthy’s first primaty test
comes next Tuesday in New Hamshire.
The eventual prize in Minnesota
is control of the 62-mamber delegation to the Democratic national
convention, although McCarthy
backers also see the political
reputation of Vice President Hubert 11, Humphrey at stake.
Humphrey has been the busiest
defender of the Johnson administration on the political issues,
although neither he nor McCarthy
has campaigned in Minnesota
specifically for the caucuses.
Party regulars, who by and
large support President Johnson,
have tried to play down the idea
of the caucuses being a kind of
referendum on Vietnam.
"We’re not a one-issue party,"
says Warren Spannaus, the state
Democratic chairman. But he concedes that Vietnam "may vastly
overshadow" all other issues.
There’s some question of how to
define "victory" for either side.
Each of the state’s eight congressional districts eventually will
name five delegates to the national convention. The state convention adds another 20 and two
members of the Democratic national committee go automatically.
Mr. John C. Wright, a University of Minnesota professor who
heads the McCarthy-backing "Concerned Democrats," once talked of
winning 32 seats and thus controlling the delegation. Now, he
says, 15 or 20 would do.
Spannaus thinks six delegates
will be tops for McCarthy. State
Sen. Wendell Anderson, the Johnson -Humphrey campaign chairman,
concedes only one delegate -- McCarthy himself, who is virtually
certain to go to the national convention.

Labor Head
Favor Deferments WillFarmContinue
Fast

Student presidents of the state
colleges went on record over the
weekend to oppose the recent draft
graduate
eliminating
directive
draft deferments.
However, the presidents refused
to endorse a provision of the statement proposed by ASH President
Vic Lee, that the state colleges do
everything possible to help those
students who have had their status
changed to continue their education.

DELANO (AP) Farm labor
leader Cezar Chavez continued
what he terms a "spiritual and
penitential fast" yesterday but indicated to aides he will end it by
Sunday.
"I just don’t see how he can go
much longer," said a union spokesman. "He is so severely weakened
I don’t see how he can hold out until Sunday.

By PHIL STONE
Spartan Dally Staff Writer
Student Council this afternoon
will debate a resolution that would
No. 83 Probably cancel Freshman Camp
for next September, and possibly
for good.
The resolution, introduced by
Jules Loventhal, graduate representative, would do away with the
Freshman Camp Committee. Loventhal had opposed the committee
this year and was instrumental in
voting down proposed appointments two weeks ago. However,
later in that same meeting, council reconsidered and accepted the
appointments.
In explaining his resolution,
Loventhal said, "Freshman Camp
should represent as many facets
of campus life as possible, but
very few facets are represented.
I consider Freshman Camp to be
the last vestige of a Greek-run
domination on campus. The Greeks
do not represent the best interests
of the campus to new students
at SJS.
"I object to Freshman Camp
since it does not represent traditional aspects on campus, and unless there is a great change in
the formulation of Freshman
Camp, including a new set of
ideas and philosophies, then another set of philosophies should
replace the old ones."
Loventhal objects largely to activities of the Greeks during the
camp. He says many of them are
counselors who try to influence
the new students to rush a Greek
PhoL by D. M. Douuherty

EMOTIONS RAGED HIGH as Reies Tijerina, leader of the Mexican -American battle to reclaim land in the Southwest, spoke before a crowd of 500 in Morris Dailey Auditorium last night.
Tijerina spoke in English and concluded his address in Spanish.
Sponsored by the SJS Mexican -American Student Confederation
and the Associated Student Body. Tijerina was greeted with a
standing ovation by the cheering throng.
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Spart
a
Camp
Tickets on Sale

Tickets, $10 each, are on sale for
Sparta Camp in front of Spartan
Bookstore and near the cafeteria.
’The weekend conference at
Asilomar, will be held March 23-24.
RapeCuure.
gTicket
price includes transporta’ don, food and lodging. Students
will have discussion groups among
I themselves, faculty and administrators. Folk singing and a dance are
also planned.

n os
Says Tijerina Monday

By SESY LYBLE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"The Anglo has raped our
culture."
Reies Lopez Tijerina, MexicanAmerican leader of the battle to
reclaim three million acres in the
Southwest stirred a crowd of 500
in Morris Dailey Auditorium Monday night and served notice to the
scant Anglo-Saxon audience that
Mexican-Americans are no longer
"sleeping."
The land battle has led Tijerina
through the civil courts, and presently he is free on $5,000 bail for
various charges, including kidnapping and gssault stemming from
an alleged guerilla attack on Rio
Arriba County Courthouse in
Tierra Amarilla. N.M.
Sponsored by the SJS MexicanAmerican Student Confederation
and Associated Student Body,
Tijerina, founder and leader of La
Alianza Federal De Pueblos Libres
(Federal Alliance of Free Land),
claims that Mexican-Americans
were guaranteed property rights
through land rights and the Treaty
of Guadalupe Hidalgo of 1848.
Greeted by a standing ovation
and cries of "Viva Mexico," Tijerina said, "We have shed our
blood for our civil rights, and what
do we get? Powdered milk instead
of justice."
Tijerina said the "double burden" of two languages and two
cultures compares to "a child required to play the guitar and the
piano at the same time, and another child who is required to play
only one instrument."
"The most horrendous crime is
to take away our language."
Tijerina was a minister for 15
years. until 1957, when a pueblo
village in Arizona was destroyed,
according to Tllerino. "This was
the turning point for me. I could no
longer tell my people to keep quiet;
when you get to heaven, all will
be joy," he said.
Tijerina outlined the history of
the Mexican-American land claims
to the cheering audience, referring
to treaties and documents. "Right
from the beginning the crime and
fraud of the treaty is clear," he
said,
"Feb. 2, 1848, James Polk revoked the authority of Nicholas
Beatrice to negotiate and sign the
treaty. He did anyway," Tijerina
said. "It was never approved by
Congress."
"The Anglo tells us that crime
does not pay. Yes, and crimes by
Uncle Sam do not pay. He is

afraid of his own crimes. because
they are catching up with him,"
he said.
"We are a new breed. Now, we
are no longer cowards. We are
brave American citizens," he continued. Tijerina explained the three
types of action he and his group
can take to reclaim the land. "We
will go through the courts which
will tell the State Department to
leave the land. We will take a petition to the United Nations. The
pueblo political entities own the
land. We intend to occupy the
land."
The first part of Tijerina’s
speech was delivered in English.
"Two per cent of my life involves
English, 98 per cent of my life
Spanish. But, we are so polite
that we, 1,000 accommodate one
Anglo."
Encouraged by cries "In Espanol," Tijerina concluded his address in Spanish.

organization. He claims this is ’ Freshman Camp positions should
against the rules. Also, he believes be open to all students, including
there is too much representation Greeks. "It was our philosophy
on the Freshman Camp Committee last fall that the Greeks should
by Greeks.
! let the campers have a good look
The committee appointed this at them." On having a predomiyear has six Greeks, and an in- name of Greeks as counselors he
dependent. The chairman, Gary said, "Greeks could be very much
more qualified for the positions
Buck, is also an independent
Christian Tunimotu, isisonnel because of previous experience in
selection officer, claims appoint- student activities."
Loventhal, in another resolution,
ments to the committees were
based on ability alone, and not on ls proposing that the student body
where a person lives. Application support two Spartacamps a year
forms, while asking for a college Instead of just one.
However, Buck feels there is
address, do not ask for the name
room for Freshman Camp as well
of the residence.
Tanimoto stated that 18 people as two Spar tacamps. Also taking
applied for the committee positions this view is Dean Cornelia Tomes,
this year. Of these, 10 were inde- administrative advisor to Freshpendents and eight were Greek man Camp. Dean Tomes stated
affiliated. Six of the eight Greeks she has been advisor for both
were appointed, and only one of Spurtacamp and Freshman Camp,
and believes the benefits derived
the 10 independents.
However. Tanimoto claims all from Freshman Camp are well
the Greeks appointed, John Gia- worthwhile. "I feel these are two
notti, John Graham, Doug De- of the very strong programs which
Costa, Larry Lundberg, Nancy contiibute a great deal to our
Bonanno, and Cindy Couts, have students."
Students who attend Freshman
had experience at Freshman Camp
as campers and counselors. The Camp pay $25 for the privilege.
independent, Denise Vouri, has not. The ASH underwrites the program
Committee chairman, Gary with an additional $2500.
When the proposal to do away
Buck, thinks Loventhal is acting
"prematurely." Buck feels Loven- with the camp was first read in
thal is judging this year’s com- council last week it was sent to
mittee without giving it an oppor- the External Policy Committee for
tunity to show its potential. He advice. Loventhal is chairman of
said, "I choose people on the basis that committee and sees little
of qualification. We are not going doubt that it will advise council
to be predominantly Greek when to accept the policy.
Today is the only time council
we select our counselors. We are
going to approach the different will have to debate the bill. If
schools on campus as well as inter- approved, the third and final readest groups, living centers and other ing will be next Wednesday, with
organizations, to get a large num- only a vote allowed and no debate.
ber of applicants.
"It is true the Greeks have had
much to do with the camps in the
past, but that is because they generally show more interest in school
activities than do other groups.
This year we will press our counOne of the goals of the war on
selors to see that there is no rush- poverty is to extend to poor people
ing at the camp. Anyone found participation in the decision-makrushing would be sent home imme- ing processes of our society.
diately. I feel freshman camp is
Economic Opportunity Commisa successful program for every- sion employes, Louie Barozzi and
one."
Joseph Salisbury, are exploring the
Jim Caldwell, president of the issues of organizing the poor in
Int er-Fra terni ty Council, Claims their Monday night class.
The course, offered by the Experimental College, meets in the
EOC Building on 40 N. Fourth St.,
at 7 p.m.
Members of low income organizations will participate in panel
discussions as part of the class
cumiculum.

War on Poverty
Studied in Course

Access, Knowledge Rights
Advocated y Campus AFT
The American Federation of
Teachers (AFT’) at SJS has issued
a policy statement outlining teachers’ right of "access and knowledge" in connection with information in their personnel files.
According to Dr. John Galm,
local AFT president, "A faculty
member should have full knowledge of all information in his
personnel records."
The policy statement requires
that "all personnel records shall
be in writing" and that "upon request by the faculty member, he
shall be given access to his file."
"No material derogatory to a
faculty member’s conduct, service,
character or personality shall be

placed in the files unless the faculty member has had an opportunity to read the material," the
report continues.
Dr. Galm noted, "After reading
the material, the faculty member
would affix his signature on the
actual copy. Such a signature
would not necessarily indicate
agreement with its content."
"The faculty member should
have the right to answer any material filed, and his answer should
be attached to the file copy," said
Dr. Galin.
Faculty records are handled by
the office of Academic Vice President Hobert W. Burns, Dr. Bums
was unavailable for comment.

Monday Dow Visit
Topic of Meeting
More than 70 persons jammed
into E169 last night to discuss the
scheduled presence of Dow Chemical recruiters on campus this
coming Monday.
Representatives of Students for
a Democratic Society, Peace and
Freedom Party, and Professors
Against the War were present.
Those present spent two and
one-half hours discussing possible
action to be taken in conjunction
with the DOW visitation.

New National Affiliation for SJS?
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the first of a twopart series dealing with San Jose State’s proposed membership in the National Student
Association, and present membership in the
Associated Student Governments. Today’s
article deals with the political and nonpolitical purposes of the organizations. Tomorrow each group’s programs will be discussed.
By PAT REEK
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Next week ASH President Vic Lee will
propose to Student Council that SJS join
one national student organization and
withdraw from another. Disagreement to
this proposal already appears to be
developing.
Currently, SJS is affiliated with Associated Student Governments OASG) which
operates as a "communications agency"
between colleges and universities.
Lee proposes that SJS drop this affiliation and join National Student Association t NSA) which contends to be a
"liberal representative of student interests."
Gary Kleemann, an SJS political science
graduate who was instrumental in obtaining the college’s membership in ASG, has
voiced opposition to the change.
Another spokesman for ASG is Joan
Maher, sophomore public relations niajor
at SJS, who is currently ASG’s national
program vice-president.
Kleemann and Miss Maher both describe ASG as "a communication bond
between the colleges and universities."
Both oppose any action on Lee’s pro64.11.1.1.......aw,

posal at this time because ASH funds
have been used to pay SJS’ membership
in ASG through November.
NSA has been in operation for 20 years
while ASG is four years old. Miss Maher
says, "ASG is an organization working
for the benefit of students. It is concerned
with what students want and think."
Miss Maher feels that ASG is expressly
a non-political organization, while NSA is
politically oriented.
Lee said he did not feel NSA and ASG
were comparable in 1966 and he aired
these feelings to council at that time. But
since then, Lee added, he became "impressed" with NSA after participating in
their annual convention as a workshop
leader.
Dissatisfaction with ASG reached a
head last November, according to Lee. He
said the organization had refused to discuss student rights and responsibilities on
the grounds it was "political," during an
SJS-sponsored national convention of ASG.
Lee eontends it was at this point he
became convinced that SJS should withdraw from ASG and in turn join NSA.
When asked about NSA’s political
stands, Lee termed them "liberal."
National magazines, including Look, reported the results of NSA’s national convention last August. That meeting, according to articles, covered resolutions
concerning several national issues, including Black and student power.
Regarding student power, NSA wants

a stronger student voice in the following
areas: drafting of all non-academic regulations; establishment of dormitory rules;
course materials and requirements; grading systems; administrative policies;
course subjects; and the hiring and firing
of faculty, administrators and personnel
officers.
According to recent articles NSA said
they could "bring any university which
won’t co-operate with our desires to a
grinding halt." Steps they would take include presentation of demands, stirring up
excitement among students and forming
picket lines to block administrative
offices,
The NSA congress passed a resolution
calling for "the unification of all Black
peoples in America and for their liberation by any means necessary."
Other issues discussed at the convention, according to Lee, were lowering the
voting age, use of drugs by college students, strident government reform, legal
rights of students and draft resistance.
"NSA has more to offer than any other
national student organization. They have
a good international -national discussion of
issues. but their biggest asset is the programs and services they provide," Lee
said.
The organization’s programs outweigh
its political activities, according to Lee.
NSA national convention delegates run a
platform of issues and are chosen by
student body vote.
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An airline succeeded yesterday in in
ing a planeload of fully grown men a

Guest Editorial

women cry.
It all at

Stop Prosecuting
Es ir toic has a ditierplit solution to the
"marijuana problem." Yet none of the
legislators or -authorities- realize they are
the one, crea t i tt g the problem. Without
their efforts. no problem would exist.
Since January- I. the Boulder police have
arrested 311 persons for possession. use, or
sale of marijuana. One raid, conducted at
dawn one day during finals week, netted
2.2 students. In addition, ho teenagers
were picked up at a party after police
were tipped off that a fullscale "pot
party- was in progress. Two marijuana
te quanI. phis a n
cigarettes %err f
tity in a bale of hay in the garage and
in the fish aquarium.
The Colorado Bow, of 11,1iresentatives
approved a bill establishing the legal
status of 1 ...1) a- "dangerous.- with a
maximum penaIi) of 14 years imprisonment for use and possession. Marijuana,
however. was not considered. It still stands
as a "narcotic:’
Fortunately. a few !lase decided to
recognize the stupidity of the "authorities."
Recently a -eminar on drugs presented
the vies.. ol a former assistant district
psychiatrist and a university
attorney.
official. A small quantity of marijuana
was burned for drama tic effect. But three
ii lAS. WhIll asked the question, "Is
the single 11104 dangerous aspect of marijuana the fail that it is illegal?" answered
"Yes." Former Boulder Assistant District
Attorney Joe French termed the present
laws "barbaric."
Oni can’t help but wonder at the stupidity of the present illegality of marijuana. There is no medical evidence that
marijuana is physically or psychologically
habit-forming texcept for one study that
COM’ 11111 led that smoking two marijuana
cigarettes a day I or two years may have
caused a slight lo-- of memory for a couple
of test subjeets).
The harmlessness of marijuana was
positively knoysii 23 years ago by the 38member blue-riblion panel who studied
the "problem- tor five years for New
York-, Nlay or Fiorello LaGuardia.
Then why do supposedly intelligent
legislators and "authorities" on drugs
scream of the danger, of the foul "narcotic?" Maybe they -1
Id consider the
fact that lung cancer is the third most
prevalent cause of death in this country.
Cigarette s
king definitely has been
correlated with lung cancer. In 1965, some
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on a beautiful, clear, smt

morning in Southern California. The flic
was to leave at 8 a.m. and arrive at

533 million cigarettes, almost 4,000 per
adult, were smoked.
Id tell the enPerhaps someone sl
lightened ones that cirrhosis of the liver
is one of the 10 major causes of death in
the U.S. Alcohol definitely has been correlated with cirrhosis of the liver. Eight
hundred and twenty-seven millon gallons
of liquor (excluding beer) were produced
in the U.S. in 1965, or about sesen gallons
for each adult.
It is obvious that people are ignoring
the stiff penalty out of a belief that marijuana is not harmful. Yet the Marijuana
Tax Stamp Act of 1937 is still brutally
with disastrous results to those
enforced
unfortunate ones who get caught (not
those unfortunate enough to use marijuana,
as the "authorities" would have us
believe).
The farce has continued too long. Too
many individual lives have been ruined
by zealous legislators and zealous police.
The widespread use shows they are failing
in the cause of "educating our young people to the dangers of marijuana." They
are failing because then. are no dangers
by
except the fear of legal crucifi.
inane laws. ’File "authorities" are on the
wrong track.
Let’s stop prosecuting innocent people
for smoking marijuana. They are no threat
themselves.
to anyone least of all to
Surely anyone sincerely interested in
ridding society of "harm" could do far
better to pick on air polution, cigarettes,
alcohol or the automobile.
Jim Simmons
Oregon Daily Emerald
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Behind One
Of the Doors

Francisco at 9:13. But it was not lo
Our pilot told US after takeoff that
had unlimited visibility. but visibility
San Francisco was "zero-zero." Howe%
he assured us that by the time we got
San Francisco it would be clear
landing.

47/I

We got an far as Salinas. It was when
took a sharp turnh leaving

pilot

nor

stomachs in our mouths, that we got
inclination something was up Ion down

A7%

LadieS and gentlemen." he began.
seems we made a little mistake. San Fr
else() .isibility has not cleared as
thought it would. However, we are fly
over souse beautiful country (Salinas) a.
"Imagine those heartless Cubans . . . ramming that lifeboat .

I just know you can hardly wait to ge

!"

better look at it."

Thrust and Parry

‘. . . Among These Are Life .
The Heal Question’
Editor:
First, I’d like to correct a misconception
that has appeared in every letter and article
I’ve read concerning the Shockley fiasco.
Shockley did not state that Black I.Q.’s had
dropped 6 per cent since World War I. Quite
the contrary, he said Black I.Q.’s had increased since World War 1: however, White
I.Q.’s had increased more rapidly. On an absolute basis, Black I.Q.’s have increased: only
relatively to White I.Q.’s have they decreased
(which is certainly understandable, considering the quality of education offered White
children and the quality of education offered
Black children.)
But, all the nonsense about race and intelligence quotients is irrelevant to the crucial
question that formed the real basis of Dr.
Shockley’s thesis, although he never stated it
openly but only implied it. Expressed baldly,
the question is as follows: regardless of what
standards are established to determine "su-

9

junior" and "inferior" intelligence, should
persons of "inferior" intelligence be denied the
right to live? The answer to this can only be
a resounding "No!"
" . . . all men . . . are endowed by their
Creator with certain inalienable Rights . . .
among these are Life
Clare M. Holt, A13/157

’Play It Straight, Please’
Editor:
"Vampires" to describe volunteer workers
signing up students for a Red Cross blood
drive? Even in jest, relating the gruesome image of bloodsucking bats to a vital community
action such as a blood chive just doesn’t seem
right.
The attempt at a catchy lead seems more a
bit of sick humor instead. Play it straight
when it comes to matters that are squeamish
to some persons, please?
Thank you.
Sophie L. Florczyk, A17270

CIRCLED 20 MINUTES
With that, we circled for 20 mintiti
being told it would then he clear in S.
Francisco. Alnmst to the second, !
es later, the pilot said he just 1(14
we’d like to have a better look at Mu.
terey, so we spent 23 ssiimuuites circli
the. hay.
By now, passengers who had comiecti.
flights were muttering under their breaand, to make things worse, the coffee si
all gone.
To make matters worse, the pilot
rifled he had to get some more fuel at
since all nearby airports were full,
would go to Sacramento.
We filially landed at the new Sacramet
Airport and learned we could have land
at San Francisco, but since we were co
’,pitted for Sacramento, the pilot ditl.
want to ehange plans.
Then, was a marl rush to ticket coltish
by those passengers wanting to charm
their San Francisco connections. Trt
hostile every-man -for-himself animal i
stincts were in force at the counters,
well as at ihe telephone. booths.

By STEVE GRANUCCI
The signs that read "Faculty Men"
which are posted on little rooms around
the campus have always been a strangely
fascinating challenge to me. Recently,
after summoning up my inner reserves
and invoking the muse, I made my way
through one of those doors.
And what to my startled eyes should
appear hut . . . a segregated bathroom.
Yes friends, the faculty not only doesn’t
care about us. they won’t even use the
same John.
Even worse than that affront is the fact
that this particular faculty bathroom, located in the speech and drama building,
has a full length mirror and . .
a stall
with an ant
alit’ flush! (those speech and
drama professors just zip up and walk
away ... it’s un-American.)
There’s no use talking about it; let’s all
go out and put an end to these separate
and unequal facilities. The first student
who is apprehended using the faculty
bathrooms ought to make an interesting
test case. 1He’ll probably get two dips in
the boss I. )
Where are Nick and Ira when we need
1111,111 most ? I flush I.

The Cross-Eyed Rabbit’
(*Campus Crusader for Truth, Justice and Carrot Soup)
and other supCollege administrae
pressors, hear me!
No matter how much poison you spray
on our lawns, we. the carrot soup crusaders, call IlleVer be exterminated by the
likes of you!
But whatever that stuff was, it must be
getting to someone. For instance, while
hopping along by Tower Hall the other
day (that’s where the larger animals hang
pod I. I f
I mys If "se rtaken by a nr
hating politieal declaration, maple an only
can under the influence of that stuff,
with foremost authority:
"Well." said a voice . . . "at least Governor Wallace lets you know what lie
stands for."
I dropped my carrot.
pl a
"You ha.e a good point," cl
listener.
Nly carrot began to decompose as silence
hovered oyer the group.
"Non do lime a good point." I said,

after waiting for any other comment. "If
you consider turning the draft over to
General Hershey, the war over to the generals, and ’taking care’ of the ’final solo t
’ to the racial problem i himself, standing for anything."
*
*
*
I am now convinced that ASH President
N it. Lee should continue in politics after
Iii- graduates I assustmsiumg. of course, that he
has time Its complete a few courses this
semester.) His ability to absorb and disA4.111illilie vital information to his constituents is, without question, equal to that
of LBJ himself.
Just last weekend he went on a factfinding mission. And after spending three
days and God knows how much student
money, he returned to report that after
meeting personally with Governor Reagan
I him to be
in Sacramento. he f
"naiVe."
ini Bresser

LAST LEG
Some 30 minutes later, we were set
leave Sacramento. We got out onto t
runway and waited. and waited, at
waited. After 10 minutes. one engine we
"putt, pull. putt." But our fearless in,
was not worried, even though passengi
were getting rather squirmy in the ais
Another 10 minutes. and we were on t
-stop trip to
last leg of our
Francisco.
The story should end there, but
doesn’t. The passenger sitting next to
is a prime example of what happen,
His original connection was a flight fro
San Francisco at 9:50 for Portland.
Sacramento he made arrangelmnts to 1
another airline from San Francisco al tioo
He arrived in San Francisco, his lugga
was transferred to the either airline I.
that plane was gone. Ileanwhile. 1
original plane was held for connectii
passengers.
Somewhere its Portland last II igl
there was is very drunk. and %cry co
salesman. And somewhere on 1111111.
.esterday, there was a complete ners/.
is.reck of a student_ late for his I :30

----_,

Spartan Spring
Tune -Up

Expertly Serving SJS
Students for 35 yrs.
Journeyman
Mechanics
Complete Smog
Control Service

78 S. 4th St.

Gone with the wind is the winter cold,
And now does enter the Spring so
bold. The sun, the wind, cool waters to
wade. And your car should have readi.
nest made. At Silva’s you’ll find the
men, it is said. Give incomparable
service for very little bread. Whether
foreign or domestic; old model or /IOW,
A Spring Tune-Up at Silva’s is tun.
doubtedly for you.
Stop in today at Silva’s.
Give your car the
service it deserves

SILVA SERVICE

Convenient College Parking.

Drive-in and Dining Room Service
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TICK TACK TACO
Whether you choose a tasty taco filled
with hot spicy Mexican flavor or a Verde
Burrito with its mouth watering combination
of pork, tomatoes and green peppers you
are sure to be a winner at Tico’s.

2,5-8968

Low Rates.

Phone Orders 297-8421
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BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY
MMIk

I

SPRING FEVER. SUNTAN’.’,:
SURFING AND SUCH.

I

DROP IN OUR PHARMACY
IF 101 SUFFER TOO MI CIL
FOUNTAIN LUNCHES & ICE CREAM
DELIGHTS;

I

4th and St. James i
"-- theibuilmillossolemallibilak

BRING YOUR DATE IN, WE MAKE
IT RIGHT.

The place to go!
South 10t6 & t. William

PRESCRIPTIONS

South
10th
Street

E. William

Wednesday. March 6, 1068

SPARTAN DAILYii

’Greatest Discovery’:
Chase Opposite Sex
The pursuit of knowledge at SJS
is primarily comemed with c leasing
and seducing the opposite sex, at
least according to the Spartan
Daily Poll.
The poll was taken at the Art,
Engineering and Journalism Buildings, Students were asked to list
What they considered "the world’s
greatest invention or discovery."
More than 80 students participated, with more than half stating
that "the opposite sex, the Pill and
Saran Wrap" are the greatest inventions or discoveries.
Other answers run the gamut,

Book Talk To Probe
Russell’s Life Story
Dr.

Craig

Harrison.

ranging from serious to the satiriinclude!
Items mentioned
cal.
"Computers, rubberbands, misteaks
isic. capital punishment, electric
guitars, bigots and hate mongets,
canned beer, toilet paper, corncobs, slide rules. Snoopy and the
Red Baron, the Imperial (car), the
Imperial Wizard, a TR 250, toe
jam, tetrahvdrocannabinol a dictionary, the Edge’, cancer, a late
period, and an aspirin tablet held
between the knees."
Other items were quite interesting, but can be listed under the
heading of "Censored."
Whatever the world’s greatest
invention is, according to at least
three students, "It certainly isn’t
the Spartan Daily!"

faculty cafeteria.
Russell’s "Autobiography" traces
the course and events of his life
through the age of 42. He has divided the book into chapters dealing with his childhood and adolescence, his studies at Cambridge; his
engagement and marriage; the
Matheof
"Principle
writing
matica," and his return to Cambridge. The book ends with Russell
preparing to go to jail to protest
Britain’s involvement in World
War I.
In 1950 Russell was awarded the
Nobel Prize for Literature. He is
considered, by many critics, one of
the great intellectual and humanitarian figures of this century.

XEROXfi COPIES
10c each
Special Quantity Discounts
No Welting
Copies Anything Printed

RENT
(student rotes)

Elec. typewriters
New portables
Rental -purchase
Free delivery

By RICHARD BATTIN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
If you’d like to borrow a king
snake, desert tortoise, antelope
ground squirrel, or even a termite
colony for a few days, you can
for any legitimate purpose. All
you need is your student body
card.
Reptiles, amphibians, and small
mammals, as well as bee hives and
termite colonies are available to
students for class work and demonstrations in the Science Education Instructional Resources Facility Room S-18, located in the
basement of t h c old science
building.
DEMONSTRATIONS
Student teachers may check out
any of the specimens for class
demonstrations. Frogs and toads
are available for comparison, as
well as salamanders and four different kinds of turtles.
Mts. Anne Ritchison, technical
assistant and housemother for the
campus menagerie, says, "Most of
the animals can be handled, except the ground squirrel." The
small bundle of fur is not dangerous, but very fast, and prone to
mad dashes for freedom. "The
snakes," Mrs. Ritchison adds, "ate
very docile."
Other materials available to
students in the facility room include an extensive collection of
creatures. Preserved in alcohol are
an octopus, crabs, and other sea
life, as well as a rattlesnake head.
Bird and butterfly specimens are
also available. to students.
10,000 CHARTS

9411 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
295.6765

harder than s.! would at a regular
college, but the hours set aside for
a class is flexible and often things
happen that send us running for
the beach. I remember when we
went to see the 27-foot shark
found near Santa Cruz and another
time swarms of sheerwater I birds
were spotted."
During the field trips girls don
, slacks and sweat shirts and work
!alongside the males digging and
!sampling. According to Dr. John
SJS professor of biology
and director of the Moss Landing
Mrs. R. Andresen, a paleo-ocolLaboratories, 55 students are enogy major, (described the atmosrolled this semester.
phere of the Laboratories as one
The classrooms, labs, and library
of "wonderful freedom."
are housed in a neat white -washed
"We all work hard, perhaps
two-story building. From the library on the second floor the docks
on Elhorn Slough are visible.
Dr. Harville gazed through the
heavy wood -paneled windows of the
seminar hall at the sea as he discussed the building’s origin.

1 eluding SJS, is located off Highway 1 between Watsonville and
!Brilliant blinding sun . . . sandy Cast roville. It offers by-the -sea
instruction, daily field trips, classstretehes of deserted beach . .
cool foaming white spray . .. brisk I room lecture and research.
Some classes offered include
salty sea breezes ... the deafening
oceanographs, marine ecology, ma
roar of foaming breakers .
These are the "sights a d rine meteorology, geological oceansounds" whizzing
through the ography, and micropaleontology
minds of many SJS students as the tthe study of fossil micro-organsun gets warmer and the campus isms). Unlike regular SJS classes
scheduled two or three days a
fountain gets dirtier.
But sea side bliss is not mad week, each class meets only one
hallucination for 17 SJS students. day a week and lasts all clay.
By JOYCE AUGUSTIN
Spartan Daily Feature Editor

Their campus, the California State
Colleges’ Moss Landing Marine
Laboratories, is right on the beach.
The Laboratories, sponsored by
five California State colleges in-

nakes, Termites for Loan

assistant

professor of philosophy, will review "Autobiography," by Lord
Bertrand Russell, today at 12:30
p.m, in rooms A and B of the

Moss Landing Offers
Idyllic Study Setting

The storeroom, open daily from
9 to 5, has a collection of more
than 10,000 chatts, diagrams and
pictures that can he checked out.

SARDINE CANNERY
"It was once a sardine cannery.
Later it was turned into a furniture storage warehouse. It was
used for ocean research by a
!Palmer T. Beaudette until he sold
it to the state. This was his officestudy."
After a glance at the huge stone
fireplace and richly paneled walls
no stretch of imagination could
turn the room into a sardine factory. At one of the windows was a
large black telescope. A giant blue
Dr. Robert Guittnan, visiting prosailfish hanging on the wall refessor of economics at Stanford
garded the entire scene with a
University, will speak today at
beady-eyed stare.
3 p.m. in LC308. His address,
Monterey Bay surf
Outside,
"Ante-Bellum Economic Growth in
pounded a lone sail boat and a
the American South in Historical
dozen or so early season surfers sat
Perspective," is sponsored by the
on boards waiting for the next
SJS economics department speak- !
wave.
er’s bureau.
"We’re trying to involve students
and staff in projects of practical
value," Harville said.
One major project begun last
summer studied the effects of
dredging on the marine life of the
harbor. To keep the harbor free.
the Harbor Commission periodi--Photo by D. M. Coulherty
cally removes approximately 27,000
THIS SOMEWHAT indignant looking creature above is a box
cubic yards of dirt. "The dredge,"
turtle, It is one of the many animals available to students in the
Harville said, "can be compared to
Science Education Instructional Resources Facility Room located
a huge siphon or vacuum cleaner
in 5.18 in the basement of the old science building. Animals,
but with water used instead of
dead or alive, and other materials may be checked out by
air."
students for studies and demonstrations.
PHYSICAL IMPACT
"We were concerned with the!
One person who frequently util- ment supplied mill worms for a physical impact of the sediments
izes these set-vices is Mrs. Yvonne horned toad kept by the children, on the bottom and what it did to
Wilson, instructor for the child and helped them incubate ten disrupt the marine ljfe." he said.
laboratories in the Home Eco- chicken eggs.
"The results showed that the
nomics Department. Mrs. Wilson
In spite of all this praise by ’dredging didn’t affect the fish as
often checks out an animal to Mrs. Wilson the services in the greatly as we anticipated. The
show to children attending the lab, old science building are not being muddy water and slime mess was
3- and 4-year-olds from the San fully utilized.
temporal) and on the positive side,
Jose community,
the bay was enriched with food
ANIMALS
AVAILABLE
commented
marvelous."
"It’s
material." The Harbor CommisMrs. Wilson. "Some of the animals
Mrs. Ritchison, said that few sion contributed $1,000 to the
are so unusual the teachels 140 students know about the avail- study.
over and check out books so they ability of the animals and display
But Harville said that dredging
can answer the children’s ques- models, and are not taking full ad- done on a harbor many times
tions."
larger
than Moss Landing’s might
vantage of the lab facilities.
Reservations for teaching ma- still cause serious damage to
STIMULATE CURIOSITY
tetiaLs and specimens may be made marine life.
"Live animals," said Mrs. WilSome of the laboratory students
two weeks in advance. The minison, "stimulate their curiosity.
mum reservation time is 24 hours. are paid for their research time,
When they see how kind the men
Materials can be checked out for Harville said. "The government is
are to the animals over there, they
delighted to have skilled personnel
as long as one week.
become more aware of the value
Mrs. Ritchison reports that. stu- working under supervision to do its
of a nima Is."
research."
"They learn by looking," added dent teachers, high school through
There are no student dormitoties
Mrs. Wilson. "The men are so kind kindergarten, utilize the facilities.
or apartment houses near the lababout taking time with the animals I All anyone needs to check out
oratories and students are scatthat the children lose their sense something is a good reason and a
tered from Monterey to Sunset
of fear." Seeing a king snake student body card.
Beach. Hamill() predicted that by
wound around the arm of a smiling
It’s like a library. Fill out the
next fall apartment housing a few
lab technician can have a soothing card, show a student body card,
minutes walk from the Laboraeffect on a child formerly afraid and take what you want out.
12tIt and Santa Clara
tories will be ready for student
of snakes.
About the only thing they don’t
occupation.
The Biological Sciences Depart- have is a night-time return box.
I
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To Discuss South
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Relax
and
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on over and pick up a
Snack Box. The perfect
meal for
You get
two delicious pieces of
cri spy fried chicken.
golden french fries, and
a hot roll. And all you
have to do is eat!

EXPLOSIVE GROWTH in the field
of PLASTICS development and
manufacture requires energetic,
keen ENGINEERS. CHEMISTS and
TECHNICAL M.B.A.’s who are
seeking the STIMULATION and
OPPORTUNITY of a rapidly expanding San Francisco firm. Posi
tions available are in the areas
of Production Engineering, Line
Supervision, Product and Process
Development, Machining Design
and Technical Marketing.
Explore these opportunities
during campus interviews.
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Fly south for only $11.43

TR AYCH E M

From San Jose airport to Los Angeles, Electra Jets $11.43, 727 Fan Jets
$13.50. San Diego $17.78 and $19.85. Phone your
campus rep or PSA, San Jose 286-4720, or travel agent.
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Slim, trim, s-t-r-e-t -c-h-y 75% cotton,
25% nylon in a wide range of colorfast
fashion colors! True Wrangler western-style!
Sizes 6 to 18.

Downtown San Jose
Open NIon. & Thurs. until 9

TONIGHT
UNTIL 9

It’s Time To Pick Up
A Snack Box
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Loden Green

218 Vrest Santa Clara St.
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OPEN
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RUDY NYE, senior from Sacramento State, and Jean Munroe,
graduate student from Cal State at Hayward. use their "hack
kit" to test for oxygen and pH on a dock near the Moss Landing
Marine Laboratories. Students from five California state colleges
attend oceanography classes at the "seaside college" located between Watsonville and Castroyille on Highway I. Future Moss
Landing projects include exploration of the st.bmarine mile -deep
canyon west of the Laboratories and study of the Monterey Bay
estuary and tributary system.
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Experimental Opera Class Offers
Culture, Understanding of Art
son, professor of music and veteran world traveler.
The 3 -unit class, which meets
twice a week, is designed to expand student understanding of
opera by study of social, political,
religious, philosophical, and historical aspects.
The artistic expression and developments in the opera of Italy,
France, Germany. England, and
the United States will be studied
through slides, film strips, microfilm, movies, live performances,
tape recordings, and lectures, es!,oeially prepared for the course.
l’lie class also will explore the
.1r,ma, poetry, dance, stage de,I111. costuming and acting areas
,d opera.
Miss Robinson. a devotee of
the opera, said this course has
been needed at SJS for a long

By DONNA BRIDGES
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
A touch of inspiration has been
added to the Music Department
this semester with a new upper
course.
experimental
division
Opera and (LII irid Perspectives,
taught to Thss Frances Robin-- -

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
SPAGHETTI
SPECIAL
All you can eat
for only

$1
Monday through Thursday
72 E. Santa Clara
.070070C/30"

CL
EVERYTHING

time. SJS has been the only college in this part of California
without such a program, she
said. The class was started in response to student requests for a
course in the study of opera. Until now, the only opera class offered was Mush. 182, Opera.
Workshop.
The new course offers a new
approach in studying the opera,
an approach developed by Miss
Robinson following special studies in this area.
She recently returned from a
five-month sabbatical leave
abroad, during which she researched the aspects of opera,
observed production, rehearsal,
a n d performance techniques.
During this time, she received invitations to observe dress rehearsals and to meet with diree-
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choreographer and dancer Jane
Brown will premier at the debut
performance of the Jane Brown
Dance Theater, Saturday at 8:30
p.m. at the Palace of the Legion
of Honor Little Theater in San
Francisco.
Tickets, at $2.50 and $3.75 are
available at the Sherman Clay
and

Montgomery

Ward box of-

fices.
A spoken dance to the late
Robinson Jeffers’ poem "Medea"
heads the bill. Jeffers is a well
known poet who lived in Monterey and Big Sur and wrote
most of hIs poetry about the
at-ca.
"March 10, 1968," a jazz creative dance to the music of modern jazz composer Ahmacl Jamal,
"Pulse," a dance to the music of
the human heartbeat exploring
the theme of man’s vital life
force, and two period pieces by
Alfonse Mudarra and John Dowland called "Pavana" and "Gail hard." respectively, will also he
seen.
American Conservatory Theater’s lighting designer John McLain serves in the same capacity
for the new company. Costume
Griesman,
Marian
designers
Norma Grotts and Consuelo Mahanna contribute their skills to
the production.
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Tohnsof
robust comedy about greed, will
be enactt.il in Morris Dailey at
8:30 Friday evening by The National Shakespeare Co., a troupe
of 12 professional actors and
actresses from New York.
The program, which is being
sponsored by the College Union
Board, is free to students and
faculty. and is $2 general admission. Tickets are available in the
Student Affair’s Business Office.
Because of student preference,
Johnson’s "Volpone" will he presented in place of William
Shakespeare’s play "T welfth
N ight ."
The comedy is set into motion
by Volpone and his henchman,
Mosca, who play upon the greed
of Venice’s richest citizens. Vol pone gulls them by pretending
to be dying. and pnimising to

’Kangaroo’
Begins Six
Week Show
An improvisational review featuring a group of SJS drama
majors will he premiered by the
Actor Repertory Theater, 25 W.
San Salvador, at 8:30 p.m. Friday.
"The Kangaroo Court" is an
experimental satire dealing with
contemporary society in t he
same vein as many recent social
spoofs.
The production will run every
Friday and Saturday night for
the next six weeks.
"The Kangaroo Court’s" success depends upon the improvisational ability of the actors.
Some of the routines include
"Wrinkle City." "The Boob Tubers," "General Wastemoreland."
"The Last Tomato." "Look Ma,
I’m a Texan," and "Cigarettes
Now and Later."
The story satirizes everything
from local government, to the
bomb, to hippies, to newly-weds,
to the race problem, and religion.
Included in the cast are Peggy
Cosgrave, senior drama major
and George Barer’s, Richard
Wedemeyer. Jodie Cook and Dan
Zanyettor. drama graduates.

The Women’s Recreation Association OATRA I of SJS was elected president-elect school of the
Pacific Southwest Regional Athletic and Recreation Federation
for College Women at a confer-

Douglas Highchair
Perform Tonight
"Spartan Orgy," is the theme
for tonight’s Co-Rec, from 7:30
to 9:30 in PR101.
Special event of the "Orgy"
will be a "Dionysius Drinking
Contest" with prizes for the first
and second place winners.
Music will be provided by the
Douglas Highchair.
Swimming p o o I, volleyball,
table tennis and other games will
be available for non-dancers.

enee at Asilornar March 1, 2,
and 3.
Communication and interaction were the key factors of the
1968 conference led by 1968
President -school, University of
Nevada at Reno. Through the
theme "Interaction Through Action" the conference delegates
were given opportunities to exchange ideas and discuss solutions to standard problems found
in recreation programs on college
campuses.
Keynote speakers were Dr.
Howard Slusher. Associate Pmfessor of Physical Education at
the University of Southern California, and author of ’Man.
Sport, and Existence,’ and Dr.
Bruce Ogilvie of the Counseling
Center at SJS.
The SJS delegation, headed by
WRA President Joon Harkness,
also included Kathy Ryan, Gloria
Westrom, Pat Smith, Carolyn
Lewis, Lanette Carey, Nancy
Hamilton, Laurie Mason, Ellie
Slack, Jeanie Thies, and WRA
adviser Joyce Malone.

make each his sole heir if they
immediately give him their most
jewelry,
I !viral red p, eoass ions
prof iert y. or wives.
The title row of the venial
idyed by Jerry
Venetian all
Terheyden. who just t.oncluded
playing opposite Diana Sands in
"Wait
Until Dark." Michael
Aronson who began acting in
Shakespeare at age 12 will play
his scheming henchman, Mosca.
Broadway designer, William
Pitkin. has devised a unique
iduminum space stage. used for
several prodliCtions, which is
completely flexible tc fit any
stage and can be taken apart
in minutes.
The has cling troupg is now
on its fifth touring season, and
will travel through the United
States and Canada dining its 30
week season to present a three
play repertoire consisting of
"Romeo and Juliet." "Twelfth
Night,"
and the first nonShakespearian play on the company’s roster, "Volpone."
The National Shakespeare Co.
began in 1963 in the New York
metropolitan area. The company
founders are Philip Meister, artistic director and veteran New
York director, and Elaine Sulka,
leading lady on sev-:.ral of the
tours.
The company will It, rive here
by bus with 3000 pounds
necessary cost um Cs. scenery.
lighting equipment and p’ -

Saturday Is
Declared
Create Day
"You are invited to create a
clay." Saturday, "Communication
in Residence," a program to increase interpersonal relations on
campus, will sponsor a day in the
country when students and faeulty may meet and exchange
thoughts, feelings, ideas tin.l
opinions.
The price is $1.50 which includes dinner.
In the morning Tom Mueller.
assistant professor of philosophy
will speak on "Intimacy" after
which the group will break into
silt:tiler parts free to carry on
their own dialogue.
The afternoon will include
sensitivity training and body
awareness,
and more group
meetings. Short subject films are
scheduled in the evening.
Participants are encouraged to
bring something meaningful to
the gathering
a musical instrument or an experience.
The group will meet at 8:30
Saturday morning between the
Men’s and Women’s gymnasiums
on San Carlos to arrange rides
to Los Alamitos Rancho 115 minutes south on the Almaden Freeway, left on McKean r. Bring a
lunch; there are no canteen facilities.

Economics Lecture
By Visiting Prof
The Economic.. Depai Intent
will sponsor a lecture today al
3 p.m. in Library 308,
Prof. Robert Gallman of the
University of North Carolina. a
visiting professor at Stanford.
will speak on "Economic Growth
in the American South in Historical Perspeetive."
The lecture is open to all interested parties.
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Shakespeare Troupe
To Perform Friday

Recreation Association
Wins Regional Title
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GUN RACKS -Jew 2.99

GUNS and’

2

SPECIAL BACK PACKERS
34a. row BA& 41,

Dance Corps
To Premiere
Saturday

Hand Guns-All Types

ItiMT TOO

lb. - 36"x80"
lb. - 40"x80"
lb. - 42"x84"

Serigraphic or fine art silkscreen prints by Edward Shuster,
photography instructor at San
Jose City College, are on display in the City College faculty
lounge, 2105) vi,orpark Ave.
- -

"

CAMPING
SLEEPINGGEAR
I IoFFriiojCZ-44-04.
appt
BAGS

Silk-screen Art
At City College

WOMEN!

SAVE NOW WITH-OTWER-

FLOOR A
WHITE STA

Three one -act plays directed
by drama students will be presented by the Drama Dept. tomorrow, Friday and Saturday at
8:15 p.m. in the Studio Theatre.
Tickets are 75 cents with ASB
cards. General admission is $1.50.
Kevin Cotter will direct "Cox
and Box or the Long Lost
Brother" by F. C. Burnard.
Music is by Sir Arthur Sullivan
of Gilbert and Sullivan fame.
The cast includes Robert Clark,
senior drama major; G. Norman
Russell, senior chemistry major;
and Sherry Winneck, sophomore
drama major.
"Private Ear," Peter Shafer’s
touching and poignant drama,
will be directed by Alan Thompson. It relates a young man’s
attempt to find human warmth
and companionship. Lee Kopp,
sophomore drama edumation major; Elizabeth Barad, junior art
major; and Randal J. Chicoine,
freshman drama major, make up
the east.
Carol Swartout will direct "A
Slight Ache" by Harold Pintar,
the drama world’s fastest rising
playwright. The absorbing drama
demonst rates Pint to ’s talented
use of words and ideas.
Carla Li Brizzi, senior drama
major; Mike De Ponzi, junior
drama major; and Christopher
Bricker, senior drama major,
make up the cast.
Proceeds of the performance
will go into the Drama Department Scholarship Fund.
-

99

’,Woods

ColLECTOTtS PARADISE -

Drama Students
Become Directors
Of One-Act Plays

Pamela Pyle, freslonan music
major, will give a piano recital
tomorrow at 1:30 in Convert
Hall.
Selections on the program are
"La Bandoline," "Les Petits
Moulins a Vent," and "Screw’
Monique," by Couperin; "Le
Rappel des Oiseaux" and "Le
Niais de Sologne," by Rameau;
and "Sonata, Op. 53, No. 21
I’Wa hist ei n’ 1", by Beethoven.
Student recitals are sponsored
by the Music Department every
Tut,Ias and Thursday.

#1 Driver Iron 6.99

99 Wedges

99GO1f
COMPLETE SET REG. 11930
REG. 178.00
Balls
GOLF SHOES asr77,1: " 5:9-9 CARITT.99 BIB 5.99 I ’C’At‘:,,,

8 IRONS 45, 3 WOODS

Up

&IRONS

tors, managers, and artists in the
great opera houses of Europe
and the United States,
Miss Robinson, who has been
to Europe 16 times and around
the world twice, has attended
opera in the Orient, South America, South Africa, South Seas,
and in Ru.ssia, whom she heard
the Italian opera, "Tosco," sung
in Russian.
The apparent enthusiasm and
interest shown in opera at SJS is
an exciting prospect for Miss
Robinson, who is cOthushistic by
the "wonderful response" from
the class of more than 20 students. Students majoring in such
fields as business, drama, social
science, journalism, and history
have elected to take the experimental Music 196 course.
Activities planned for this semester include- live performances
in the classrooms, attending the
SJS Opera Workshop, attending
a performance of a Broadway
musical and attending the 1968
Spring Opera in San Francisco
in April and May. Anyone wishing to attend the Spring Opera
may order tickets from Miss
Robinson in M270.

Piano Recital
ISnl a tceodn cTeor mt ohrariol w

With this
Ad or ASB
Card

$24.95
$ 5,95

$21.00
$ 4.00

$ 6.95
$17.50
$ .80
$ .60

$ 5.00
$12.50
$ .55
$ .29

Wig Shop

Zady Rome
Country Club Shopping Center 251-4455
McKee and Toyon Rds., San Jose
gGeGt"’..r.re

The one in the middle
has the engine with the
lifetime guarantee.
SAAB engines (both our 2 -cycle "Shrike" and 4.cycle V et are guaranteed for the
lifetime of the car, while the car is with the original owner. Defertiye parts replaced at
no cost, except labor. (And for the first 24 months
or 24.000 miles, no cost for labor.’
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It Was a Beautiful Day for a Track Meet
TRACK INAUGURATION SJS officially opened its $225,000
all-weather tartan track Saturday as Spartan thinclads played
host to Santa Clara Youth Village, Cal State at Hayward, and
Sacramento State. The weather for the opening was perfect as
was the meet itself. The Spartans won 15 of the 25 events and
dominated the afternoon. Outstanding events for the Spartans

included the mile relay (left) where Lee Evans took the baton on
the anchor leg and finished 30 yards ahead of Cal State. Chris
Papanicolaou (center) vaulted 16-6 to win the event but his pole
snapped on his third try at 17-0. Ralph Garnet (right) ran away
from the competition and won the mile in 4:16.1.
Photos by Larry Jam;son

,
je.

SJS Still Winless

Santa Clara Valley Names Two
Spartans All-League First Team

Spartan Nine Meets Stanford

started the fireworks by drawing
the fourth to go ahead to stay.
The Indians have All-American a walk from Spartan starter and
Mark Marquess leading their hit- loser Barry Carlson (0-21. Batinger
Writers and broadcasters of
ting attack, along with Bob Boone then got his first single of the day,
who has delivered game -winning a shot to left field as Garioto Santa Clara Valley named Sparhits in the last two games. Boone’s stopped at second.
tans Tim Holman and Coby DieTom Harper was safe on an trick to their All-League First
latest heroics were against Cal
Poly Saturday as he doubled home error to load the bases and Garioto
scored on a wild pitch by Carlson, Team.
the deciding rum
To add to the highlight of the
The SJS nine has nominated the first of two for the SJS sideMike Popovec to go against the armer, both of which resulted in season Dietrick and Spartan forIndians. The heaviest hitter for the runs. Tom Barlettani, a transfer ward Dick Groves were named coSpartans has been first -baseman from Chabot College where he was players of the week for Santa
Bob Donahue, but crucial errors the Golden Gate Conference MVP, Clara Valley. Groves amassed 34
points and 35 rebounds against
along with inconsistent hitting have singled in the final two runs.
The Pioneers broke the ball Loyola and Pepperdine.
proved to be the downfall for
Holman, 6-1 guard from Oakgame open in the fourth with five
coach Ed Sobczak’s nine.
The Cal State at Hayward Pio- unearned runs, as Bill Crozier’s land. is currently the second leadneers handed the Spartans their two-base throwing error opened ing rebounder for the Spartans
and Is averaging 11.6 points per
fourth loss of the year Tuesday. the gates.
The Spartans scored their runs game. The gritty Spartan has been
as they trounced the host nine,
in the fifth and sixth innings, as the quarterback of the SJS attack
13-3.
In stretching their record to 4-1, a bases loaded fielder’s choice by and is the finest passer and dribthe Pioneers relied on the hitting Carlson pushed one run across, and bler on the team.
Forward Dietrick has been scorof Al Batinger who had four Crozier’s single scored another.
The Spartan third -sacker also ing at a 15.2 clip per game and
singles in five tries. Rich Sherrat
is leading the Spartans with 250
picked up the win for the visitors. drive in the third run for SJS.
The Spartans conclude their rebounds. Dietrick has shown great
,The Hayward nine of coach Al
Mathews broke open a scoreless current home stand with a noon mobility for a big man by helping
game with three runs in the third doubleheader against the Nevada the guards bring the ball up court
Wolfpack Saturday at Municipal many times during crucial games.
Two SJS gymnasts will go and never looked back.
He has improved his passing game
Centerfieldcr John Garioto Stadium.
against the nation’s finest in the
three-day NCAA Collegiate Divi- zumuumummilmmullumimimitliminiiiiimiiiiimmwmimu.I.IIIII.i greatly with the results showing
themselves in the recent victories
sion Championships, tomorrow =
71 over Loyola and Pepperdine.
thtough Saturday, in Springfield, i
Joining these two players on the
=
Mass.
7
First -Team were 6-10 Dennis
Chosen by coach Clair Jennett it
5 Awtery and 6-5 Bud Ogden of
to represent the Spartans in the
With independent basketball Lucey’s 24 points. The win left Santa Clara.
championships are great all-around
8th St. AC with a 6-0 record. TipAwtery’s finest game of the seaperformer Tony Coppola and tram- playoffs starting Monday, divisional championships are still un- Ins remained a half game behind son was against SJS February 2
poline specialist Jim Turpin.
at 5-1 with a 51-35 victory over when he grabbed 28 rebounds and
decided in all eight leagues.
Coppola, competing in the allAwful -Awful took a 1 -game lead Moulder Hall. It was Castoffs 37, scored 20 points in leading the
around, will go in the compulsories
Monday night wIth Celts 32; and NDG’S 50, El Patios Broncos to an 82-64 victory.
tomorrow and the preliminary ex- in "A" League
a 61-46 victory over second place 27 in other action.
Ogden. whom his coach describes
eel rises Friday. The finals will be
BB Inc. Mel Tom, former Spartan
Lower division leaders are Da as "the best all-atound player I’ve
held Saturday.
muscled in 19 points for Fuzz, 5-0 in "E" League; Fat An- ever had the privilege of coaching"
No prelims are required in gridder,
the winners. Nordale Raiders re- gels, 6-0 in "F" League; AROTC, was a menace to the Spartans in
trampoline competition, so Turpin
mained tied for second place with Allen Hall, and Garrison’s Guer- their two encounters and scored at
will cheer Coppola on until he
a 76-33 win over Bending Moments. rillas tied at 4-1 in "G" League; will and pulled down over two
competes on Friday.
Other "A" League scores: Me and ATO No. 2 with an "H" dozen rebounds. Because of inCoppola, the diminutive 5-2, 120
juries during the past seasons
lb. senior from San Mateo, has and Them No. 1 68, Garbagemen League record of 4-0.
Theta Chi and Alpha Tau Omega Ogden will be eligible to play again
paced the Spartan gymnasts for 57, with Rick Monte scoring 21 for
the winners: and Me and Them are tied at 4-0 in Fraternity next year. However, he has rethe past three seasons.
ceived offers from several pro
League play.
Coppola, who scored 52 points No. 2 66, Price’s Preachers 60.
TWIMC remains undefeated
in all-around competition last season, is, if anything, even more im- with a 6-0 mark in "B" League,
STARTS THURSDAY MARCH 7th
pressive this season. In last week’s but is closely followed by Lechers,
meet against University of Nevada, 5-1, and Markham Hall, 4-1. Scott
EDA
I 4 33 STHE
led
Lechers
to
18
points
Smith’s
Coppola was sensational.
TOWNE THEATRE
AN JOSE
He registered 51.95 out of a 68-36 win over One-Eyed Jacks
possible 60 points, winning six Monday, while TWIMC was whipAMERICAN PREMIERE
events, including floor exercise, ping Yellow Power 62-56. Buzzards
PRE--RELEASE
Anarchists
United
defeated
also
sidehorse, still rings, long horse,
55-48.
parallel bars and horizontal bar.
In "C" League action, Newman
The only event not won by the
SJS star was the trampoline, which Center retained a half game lead
IF YOU LIKED "A MAN AND A WOMAN"
he did not enter. Turpin, SJS’s fine over Mass Movement with a 74-38
AND "DEAR JOHN" YOU MUST SEE
AROTC.
Other
Monthrashing
of
freshman star, won that event
day games included Fastbrcakers
with an excellent 8.70 score.
"ANNA, MY DARLING" ...
With his improvement on the 59, Duck’s Dunkers 36; and Has
23.
A
POIGNANT
AND TIMELY LOVE STORY
13eens
40,
Dribblers
high
the
and
bar,
side horse
CopThe lith St. AC moved closer to
pola, who Is ranked among the top
10 all-around gymnasts in the na- the "D" League championship with
rilliPP7"villit ,
tion, is rated an excellent chance an exciting 41-39 win over Husin the Springfield championships. tlers, with the help of Owen

By CRAIG SMITHSON
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
Prospects aren’t too bright for
the Spartan baseball team’s first
win of 1968 when they try to
break out of their 0-4 slump with
a revenge win against the Stanford
Indians, Friday at 3 p.m. at Municipal Stadium.
The Indians, the number one
ranked team in the nation last
year, and defending district eight
champions, beat the Spartans 7-4
at the Sunken Diamond the last
time the two teams met.
In that ball game, the Spartans
jumped off to a 2-0 lead in the
first inning, only to see the Indians come back for five runs in

SJS Enters
Two Gymnasts
In Nationals

Intramurals

-41

UNDERGR
0

REED IS ATTEMPTING TO SET A NEW
PATTERN FOR COLLEGE LITERARY MAGAZINES
JOIN THE LIBERATION FORCES,

Submisisions in Ii,’ form of poems, nleirt
phnlograplo-. Lot tNseys, one.ari plays, or anyulsing
1fi
,e 10 tio. htglidt oat. t
pietatIAtottIll

OVER 21?
NEED $5
DO THIS NOW!
BLOOD IS NEEDED
Mon. thus Fri. 7 a m..3 p.m.
40 Bassett St.
294-6515
San Jose

DICK GROVES
filled gap

COBY DIETRICK
... great mobility
clubs and is undecided about h(s
future.
Rounding out the team is 6-4
forward Art Harris of Stanford.
Harris has been sensational for
the Indians this year. leading

them in nearly every department.
"Harris has the best chance of
any player in the valley to make
it in the pros," said Stanford
frosh coach and ex-Warrior guard
Paul Neumann.

PRINTING
DUPLICATING
AND

50 COPIES
$2"
(87/2 x 11 One Side, Including Paper)
Other quoMities and sires proportionately

NNIK

.
’Anna My Darling
BENT! DESSAU

BOB ASKLOF

Inked

WHILE YOU WAIT

DIttrIbutsd By SRO Shaw Ruti.n Orgonirotion

Globe Printing Co.
(1NSTA-PRINT

1445 SOUTH FIRST ST
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These skis are top quality
i 11 lernaliottiti ly Ave rtise ii
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flit the branil nm
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priers are eut as
r
dealers get up tight!
Nlodel "A"
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edges with multi laminations.
510
.
"lightly less flex than skis
INteil abuts,. %% it reinforced
lips and tails. Retail for $1181.
$60
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Spartan forward Coby Dietrick.
6-10, was named second team All Northern California yesterday by
Bay Area (roaches and sportswriters.
Joining Dietrick were 6-8 Tom
Jones (UOP I, 6-10 Bob Presley
(Call, 6-7 Jerry West (St. Mary’s),
and 6-2 Art Wilmore
SJS guard Tim Holman was
named honorable mention.
Two Santa Clara players were
named to the first team All -Northem California, 6-10 center Dennis Awtery and 6-5 forward Bud
Ogden. Others named to (he first
team were 6-5 forward Dennis
Black
USF1. 5-1I guard Russ
Critchfield (Cali and 6-4 Art Harris (Stanford I.
In his last two games against
Loyola and Pepperdine. Dietrick
paced the Spartan victories by
tanking 47 points and grabbing 34
rebounds. He hit 19 of 32 field goal
at tempts.

i
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REED GOES

Dietrick, Holman
On All-Star Team
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High Rise, Library May Be Reality
By 1971; State Allocation Crucial

Wednesslay. March 8 10018

Johnson Will Not Run
In Massachus etts Primary
The ’ son would get any White House
WASHINGTON ’Al’’
sanct
White House said yesterday that
Christian told reporters, under
President Johnson’s name will not
bombardment of questions, that
be entered in the Massachusetts Johnson told him yesterday mornpresidential primary.
ing he had made no decision to run
Press Secretary George Christian anyhwhere as yet, a position coversaid he understood that a state- ing both the primaries and the
ment to that effect had been made general election in November.
To a question whether he has
by Lester I Iyman, the state’s
Democratic chairman, and it "cer- any real doubt that Johnson will
tainly reflected the President’s be running tor another term,
Christian said he wasn’t going to
wishes on the situation."
Christian also said that the. give his own views and that JohnPresident has made no decision on son makes his own decisions.
primaries or anything else. He! He dismissed an inquiry as to
declined to get into the question what would be his comment on
of whether the President would speculation that the Massachusetts
let the Massachusetts Democratic situation would raise speculation
primary go by default to Sen. that the President had decided not
Eugene .1. McCarthy of Minnesota to run again. The press secretary
or whether a stand-in for John- came back with a sort of incredulous sounding "What’s that?", then
repeated that Johnson had made
no decisions on primaries or anything else.
Special Discount
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI

Projectors
Cameras

Supplies

Equipment

developing - printing
repairs

Can joJe
CAMERA SHOP
245 South Firo

Male and Female
ROOMMATES
NEEDED
Furn. 2 bedr., 2 bath
Apts. heated pool
$55 a month
per student

Teaching
Interviews
Interested terra her candidates
may sign up for an interview in
the Placement (’enter, Admin. 284
within two weeks of the appointed
time.
MONDAY

Progress on SJS’ 18-story library Into. The approval for the funds
eurrently depends on state author- must come from the State Department of Public Works which
ization of funds to get the "highhas yet to put the allocation rerise concept" out of the planning quest on the agenda for passage.
stage and onto the drawing boards.
According to James F. Martin,
If construction plans move on research and development librarschedule, the $10.8 million struc- ian, the blueprints svill take apture will be a reality by 1971.
proximately 10 to 11 months to
The project currently hinges up- complete. Following that stage,
on allocation of $350,000 for blue- bids will be taken to determine
- --- contractors for the project.

Spartaguide
TODAY
OASIS, 12:30 p.m., SD222. Topic:
Speech 2A revision.
Rally Committee, 3:30 p.m., College Union. High School Rally Day
Committee.
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., HE3.
Dr. Tutko of the Psychology Department will speak at 8:30 p.m.
Phraterets international, 6:30
p.m., HE5. Officers must be present at 6:30 p.m. but regular meeting will take place at 7 p.m. All
interested women students invited.
Society for Advancement of
Management, 7:30 p.m., Lou’s VilWest San Carlos Street),
lage,
Neil Derrough, general manager
on KCBS and vice president on
CBS television network will be
the speaker.

La Puente Union High School
District. La Puente (Los Angeles.)
.’usition, high.
Oireaneide Union Elementary
Whim! District. Oceanside (San
)iego.) Position, elementary.
Sunnyvale Elementary S e hoof
3Ist net, Sunnyvale (Santa Clara).
Position, elementary.
TUESDAY
Long Reach Unified. Long Beach
(Los Angeles). Positions, elementary, high.
Kern County Joint Union High
and Junior College. Bakersfield
(Kern). Positions, high, junior college.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13

KILLION HALL
315 E. San Fernando
MANAGER APT. 10
CALL 297-0643

Glendale l’nified School District
Glendale ’Los Angeles). Positions.
elementary, high.
Palm Verdes Peninsula Unified.
Rolling Hills (Los Angeles). Positions, elementary, high.
Hayward Unified School District. Hayward (Alameda). Posttion.s, elementary, high.
THURSDAY, MARCH 14
Milpitas School District. Milpitas
(Santa Clara). Position, elementary.

TRUSTEES APPROVAL
Martin reported that approval
for the general concept of the
high-rise library came from the
State College Board of Trustees on
Oct. 10, 1966. Schematic drawings.
showing the tentative exterior layout, were completed last July by
Van Bourg, Nakamura and Associates and Aaron Green and Associated Architects, Inc.

ing the heating plant and relo- tween two floors of book stacks.
eating telephone relays now lo- Humanities, social science, science,
and education will occupy space
cated in the corporation yard.
up to the 14th floor. Technical
The underground floor of the 18services will be on the next level.
story library, the A floor, will
Floor 16 will contain the Librarhouse Audio Visual Services, which
ianship Department a nd book
is an etirely separate department.
stacks.
The A -V area will be the largest
The 17th level houses special
floor In the structure. Also on A
floor will be the reserve book collection and archives similar to
the San Jose Room now found on
room.
The A floor will be below ground
with a study area looking out on
a garden surrounding the building.
Slightly recessed, the main floor
will be twice as high as the successive floors to incorporate a
mezzanine. Featured on the first
floor will be a browsing area,
photocopy service, an undergraduate library and space for computers.

"Funds for the project will have
to be allocated on a part by part
basis," commented Martin.
The 18-story "skyscraper" will
fill the space currently occupied
by Buildings and Grounds and the
Home Economics Department.
Martin adds that special attention will be needed in remov-

THURSDAY

couples
come to

Carlyle
Jewelers
in Palo Alto
for their

Diamond Ring4
BECAUSE:
They have shopped and compared and have found that
Carlyle, prices are never high .r and in most instances are
substantially lower than prices
elsewhere - for the same gust.
ity Charnonds

Ingegement Rings Sr... SIN

Save 20% With ASH Card

General Mills, Inc. majors, B.S.
in ME, EE, IF.
International Harvester Co. Majors, B.S. in bus, and ind. mgmt.
bus. admin., ME, ind. engr., liberal
arts.
Lockheed Missile & Space Co.
Majors, aero., engr., EE, ME, 1E,
physics, math., IT.
Microwave Electronics Corp. Majors, EE.
U.S. Naval Minelle center, Majons, EE, ME, physics.
FRIDAY
4’arturtion Co. Majors, bus, and
Intl., bus, admin., accounting, marketing.
U.S. Federal Power Comndsosion.
Majors, CE, ME, EE, 01E.
Gulf General Atomic. Majors,
ME, CE, FE, ChE, chem., metallurgist, physics, math.
Majors. ind. engT-.
ME, geology, bus. admin., marketing.
Raychem Corp. Majors, ME,
ChE, IF.
Southern Pacific Co. Majors,
B.A. and 135. or MBA (interest in
minted er programming 1 .
Westinghouse Electric Corp. Majors, U.S. and M.S. in EE, ME, IF,
Ch E.

HAWAII
SUMMER
HOWARD TOURS

Ji

woLERS

535 Bryant St.
in downtown
Palo Alto
Ph. 323-2834

51
DAYS
$569
olo. 510
t..

tOth year of excellence. Earn S University of Correa credits while *Owing a fabulous vocation with the
original Hawaii study tour. Price Includes United Al, Lines roundelp from
West Coast, residence, end a most
extensive schedule of Hebei, dinners,
eruisge, sightseeing, beach events,
cultural functions, etc. OMIT Reword
Tan, leo.: 128 ONO Ave., lialeal,
CAR. $410. Tel. 14111 1134-22/14.

feteittiE
PAY -BY -THE -MONTH
AUTO INSURANCE
No iiiivrerd
’no carrying charger.

tTle sixth floor of the present li-

No payment book,.

brary, The top story has library
ate studies and honors material.

KEN
INSURANCE EXCHANGE
Ronald W. Sehriefer

Topping this will be a penthouse

Call 246-6269 or 246-2669

administration, documents, gradu-

for mechanical operations,

rnai !Frith

SIX ELEVATORS

MODERN HEBREW COURSE

The new library will have six
passenger elevator’s. The present
facility has three. Present seating
is 2,500, but the 1971 structure is
slated to have 4,178 individual student seats.

Rabbi Charles Familant, Instructor
Next Meeting: Thursday, March 7
Newman Center
75 South Fifth

7:30 p.m.

Present interior plans call for
"sandwiching" a reading room be-

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Newman Center, 11:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m., Newman Center. 79 S.
Fifth St. An all -you-can-eat spaghetti lunch for 35 cents.

The Spartan Daily does not knowingly 10 SPEED PUGEOT racer. Good
HOUSING 15)
accept advertising from advertisers who $30. Call 293.8126.
practice discrimination on the basis of
STEREO, SCOTT LK-48 Amp, Benjamin HOUSING NEEDED: Prefer own room.
&IS Young Republicans, 7:30 race. color, creed or national origin.
Miracord 10H changer, AR -4X speakers, About $50, & liberal roommates. Stephen I
HE3. Important meeting for
Koss PRO -4 stereo -phones. $250, call 295.6869, or 293-125E.
ANNOUNCEMENTS Cl)
decision making regarding future
John at 287-1869 ri,ter 7 p.m.
3 LRGE. RMS. FURN. $135/mo. All ut
YR policy.
SPARTA EUROPE ’66 $359. Je 18 - HERMES 3000 used typewriter. Very included. Girls or couple. 59$ S. 9,
good cond. $85. Call Paula 286-7689.
St. Call 259-1547. Avail. after Mar. 15th.
S.F..Amsterdam
7.
Jet
ncr-stop
Sept.
TOMORROW
round trip. Call Barbara Kyne, group
NEED 1 MALE ROOMMATE: Private
Newman Center, 8 p.m., New- leader. 356-8121 after 5 p.m. Wash.
HELP WANTED 141
room, close to sch. $55 per mo. 293-6552.
manCenter, 79 S. Fifth St. Nikola burn Hall 385 S. 8th.
COLLEGE APPROVED APT. needs I
Chargin will speak on "Living PARKING - ACROSS st. from campus. DANCE INSTRUCTORS - Young men
male student. Vry. modern $37.50/mo.
$25 semester. Small cars only. Inquire & women to train for S. J.’s largest
Under Communism."
Call 286-5526 after 6 p.m.
315 E. San Fernando. Apt. *10.
dance studio. Must be personable &
KSJS - On and Off the Line,
TEACHER OF CLASSICAL guitar. Call talented, Top salary. No Sep. needed. MA LE AND FEMALE ROOMMATES
8 p.m., 90.7 MC, FM radio. Dial a 298-5255 anytime.
21 yrs. old. Train free 6-10 p.m. M -Fri. needed: Fare. 2 bdr. 2 bath apts.,
heated pool. $55/mo. per student. Kilnewsmaker, ombudsman, J. Benton STUDENT-FLY-TAHOE-SPECIAL R e g. Call Mr. Gideon 286-6040.
lion Hell, 315 E. San Fernando, Apt. 10,
$12.50. pay $7 each way. From SJ any- APARTMENT MANAGER. Married stuWhite.
297-0643,
phone.
dent only. Apply 123 E. William 9-1. No
sipartacamp, 7:30 p.m., Faculty day. Call 292-9837. Lv. name &
FURN. APT. large 2 bdr., 2 bath, heated
liEACE-LOVE & A CLEAN CAR. Asters
Cafeteria. Counselors please attend. Co;r-op Au. -...ask. 732 S. 1st St. & 804 phone calls please.
Pool. recently painted. $55/mo. per
WAITERS
OVER
21
for
new
steak
house
student.
315 E. San Fernando. apt. 10
.Lincoln Avm
FRIDAY
opening in Santa Clara, 326-2320. Ask 297-0643.
for
Mike
Clark
or
Mike
McClellan.
Interrustional Student’s OrganiFEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
AUTOMOTIVE i21
NEEDED, CLEAN-CUT college men. apt. w/pool across st, from campus. Call
zation, 2 p.m., front of Adminis$1.75/hr.
-Icommission.
Aft.
&
eves.
286-4404.
tration Building, IBM tour.
’62 OLDSMOBILE CONY. Clean, excel. Call Patrick Nourot. 295-0912 after
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share
Muslim Students’ Association, mechanical shape. Must sell. 293-9972. 6 p.m.
mdn. 2 bd. apt. 780 S. 1 I th, #5. 294Ask for Rick Fiset.
12:30 p.m., ED107. Prayer meeting.
TO COOK DINNER M.Th. for 2 5590.
AUSTIN HEALEY 3000 Delux. 60. New GIRL
Intercultural Steering Conunit- trans., clutch, tires, excel. cond. 43,000 grad. stud. Must be attractive with (an- I FEMALE ROOMMATE
NEEDED: 3
tastic disposition & cheerleader smile.
tee, 5 p.m., HE1.
mi. 51195 295-8194.
bdr. apt. 215 S. 12th #1 295-3422.
Free meals, but no pay. Ph. 297.4942
dr.
Exl.
cond.
61
KARMAN
GHIA
2
Wesley Foundation, 6 to 7:30
NOW RENTING - Rms. from $42.50
30m/gal. $749/offer. Call Bill 297-7035. PHYSICAL DIRECTOR, YMCA, imme- at 179 S. 3rd. 1 block
from library. Call
p.m., Wesley Foundation, 441 S.
diate oppor. Responsibilities include
1963 OLDSMOBILE - 4 dr. - hrdtop.
instruction,
committee work, super- 244-3385 eves.
10th St. Study class in the Old Full power. Factory air. One owner. Very some
vise personnel, department budget and FOR RENT. REFINED, (urn, rms. Males,
Testament.
clean. Phone 2E41130. $895.
program. Compreher.sive facilities in- kit. prin. No smoking or drinking. 29366 VW, Block int., Porsche rims. Ell. cluding new pool. Community popula- 3088.
cond. Trade for Triumph TR4, ’64 or tion 200,000. Salary will begin bete. SMALL 2 bdrm.
cottage for rent 3
’65. G. S. Lee, 294-2927.
56.000-58.000 plus benefits & allowances. blks. from campus. Ideal for 2 or 3.
’61 CHEVY, ’63 engine, pale green, re- Advancement potential to erecutive Available March 15th, Jane 286.7689,
level. Send resume to F. L. 8lystone. I MALE ROOMMATE WANTED.
built trans, $575. Call 294-6233.
1 bdr.
’62 CHEVY MONZA 4-spd. Good run- 900-22nd St.. Bakersfield, Calif. 93301. apt. 670 S. 8th #18. $57.50. Pool, up.
MONDAY
ning cond. New tires, radio, bucket seats. MEN OR WOMEN to sell plastic Jewel. div, or grad. preferred. 295.8322.
U.S. Army & Air Force Ex- Must sell, asking $475 cash. Call 294- my and Baby
pants. Ed. commission. 272. NEED ONE MALE roommate at the 470
change Service. Majors, bus, ad - 4148. Eves. 258-9214.
0133 after 5 p.m.
apts. c48 287_2492 or 294-2587.
min., accounting, engr., liberal arts, ’59 CHEVY s/w Auto., new tires, re.
Caterpillar Tractor Co. Majors, moveable luggage rack, perfect cond.
$250. 377.9527 after 6 p.m.
engr., ind. tech.
’64 TRIUMPH 1’R-4. Exc. cond. Very
Dew C’hernical Co. Majors, CE. quick. $1650. Pirellis. Roll bar, sway bar.
CiDE, ME, acctg., chem., sciences 287.0491. After 7 p.m.
(technical).
’60 VW HIP bus, maroon, wood paneled,
Fairchild Semiconductor. Majors, make offer. Call 269-3332 or 269-4106.
’62 VW - POO. Good paint and tires,
EE, IF. ChE.
Price Waterhouse & Co. Majors, runs well. 294-6019 ask for Eliot Raleigh.
’65 MUSTANG, 6 cyl., 3 spd. $1250.
acctg., peon., bus. admin.
287-6073.
Southern Pacific Co. Majors,
’64 TR 4 EXCEL Cond. 135 h.p. 15.9
RA. and MBS in bus, and ind.
e.t. Am -Fm Rad., 2 tops, tonneau, 6000
Touch.-, Rows, Bailey & Smart. mi. on new engine. Dunlop tires. 2523958. 5.6 p.m.
Majors, acctg.
Johnson & Johnson. Majors, lib- ’66 YAMAHA 250 Scrambler. 4000 mi.
Beau. cond. Must sell. $450, 294-2927.
eral arts, bus., MBA.
ask for Steve Lambeth.
’65 GTO 4.spd., posi.. mags., traction
bars, cheater slicks. Reverb. Complete
instruments, etc. $2200 297-1984.
’SI PORSCHE SPEEDSTER. Rebuilt eng.
20,000 New Books
& trans. New paint. $1500/trade. Very
Jest. Call 298-7455.
From Our Warehouse
’62 RAMBLER CLASSIC 6, auto., 4 dr.
$445 225.5865.
50% To 90% Off!

Job Interviews
June and summer graduates may
Riga up for appointments in the
Placement Center, Adm, 234. Signups begin each Tuesday up to the
day hefore the interview.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

LOST AND FOUND 161
RMAN SHEPHERD puppy. Sil
,
-. ,r. n.te. 3 ’2.
r’noebto. Rem t’,...--s,- 41 S. 81h.
n.. qrown. Please return

........L
.

PERSONALS 171
SPARTA CAMP TICKETS on sale, Nap
1-7 in front of Spartan Book Store &
caf.
WANTED: CREATIVE
1
participar.
0"etfu
al
SERVICES 111)
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esche’
Free delivery, free service. No contract.
Call 251-2598,
TYPING DONE, also spelling, punct.
corrected. Erperienced. 40c/pg. Call
251.6554. If no answer, 292.2346.
TYPING - Term papers. theses, etc.
Reasonable. All work guaranteed. 2943772.
GUARANTEED TYPING, fast 8, ad,
curate, prompt. will edit near San Jose
State. Mrs. Aslanian 298 4104.
HELP STAMP OUT SLOPPINESS! Be the
best pressed man on campus. Ask how
you can have shirts pressed free. 24E4914.
TRANSPORTATION

WANTED: CAR POOL daily from Palo
Alto. Can provide car part time. Classes
start 11:00. Call 328-6215.

To Place

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

an ad:
Call at:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
Daily
1:30 to 3:30

BOOK SALE!

More Out Every Day

’Books Inc.

TOWN & COUNTRY YILLA011
Stevens Creek & Winchester
OPEN EVENINOS a SUNDAY

’Who Will Awswa.
YOU CAN . . .
in urban ghettos, migrant
labor camp., rural poverty
areas, Indian reservations,
Mental Health projs, fob
Corps Camps.

us at:
Cafeteria
March 6, 7, 8
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
we

Send

FOR SALE 131

3
4
5
6

lines
fines
Shun
lines

Add this
amount for
each addi
tonal line

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

A4A), r

One day

Two days

Three days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

.50

.50

.50

lE) Announcements (I)
O Automotive (2)
O For Sale (3)

Make

Classifieds.

ASK WHAT

THIS LOAN

15 Fog

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day

check.

check out to Spartan Daily

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spates for each line)
Four days

Flve days

-.-1-0-ETU
2.90
3.00
3.40 -Eta4.00
3.90
.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION

gSTA serves

in handy order blank.

Enclose cash or
21/4 X 31/4 PRESS CAMERA, all accessones. 3 lenses, 30 It. back. for Robot
Royal. Konica Auto Reflex, wide angle,
telephoto. 286.8510.
ELECTRIC HAWAIIAN guitar. case. &
amp. $150 ITALIAN accordion, 120
base. 7 switch. $150. 251-6686.
GIBSON SJN STEEL string guitar. Beau.
4 mos. old. Must sell. Paid $255 sell
for $175. Barry 295.8215.

191

El Help Wanted (4)
(3 Housing (5)
0 Lost and Found (6)

0 Personals (7)
0 Services (8)
0 Transportation (9)

Days

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed is $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
95114
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN IOSE, CALIF.
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

